Measurements of Tip Vortices from a Full-Scale UH-60A Rotor by Retro-Reflective Background Oriented Schlieren and Stereo Photogrammetry
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ABSTRACT

Positions of vortices shed by a full-scale UH-60A rotor in forward flight were measured during a test in the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex at NASA Ames Research Center. Vortices in a region near the tip of the advancing blade were visualized from two directions by Retro-Reflective Background-Oriented Schlieren (RBOS). Correspondence of points on the vortex in the RBOS images from both cameras was established using epipolar geometry. The object-space coordinates of the vortices were then calculated from the image-plane coordinates using stereo photogrammetry. One vortex from the tip of the blade that had most recently passed was visible in most of the data. The visibility of the vortices was greatest at high thrust and low advance ratios. At these favorable conditions, vortices from the most recent passages of all four blades were detected. The vortex positions were in good agreement with PIV data for a case where PIV measurements were also made. RBOS and photogrammetry provided measurements of the angle at which each vortex passed through the PIV plane.

NOTATION

- $C_T$: Thrust coefficient
- DLT: Direct Linear Transformation
- $e$: Epipole
- $f$: Lens focal length (mm)
- $F$: Fundamental Matrix of epipolar geometry
- $L_{1,11}$: Direct Linear Transformation coefficients
- $M_{tip}$: Mach number at blade tip due to rotation
- $n$: Number of targets
- $O$: Perspective center of camera
- PIV: Particle Image Velocimetry
- $r$: Radial distance from rotor axis
- $R$: Rotor radius
- RBOS: Retro-reflective Background Oriented Schlieren
- ROI: Region of interest
- $x$, $y$, $z$: Streamwise, spanwise, and vertical space coordinates
- $\Delta y$: Speckle object-space displacement
- $z_{bg}$: Distance from density disturbance to BOS background
- $z_{cam}$: Distance from density disturbance to BOS camera
- $X$, $Y$: Horizontal, vertical image-plane coordinates (pixels)
- $\alpha$: Rotor shaft angle, deg
- $\epsilon$: Deflection angle of light due to density gradient (deg)
- $\phi$: Vortex angle projected onto $x$-$z$ plane, positive up (deg)

$\sigma$: Rotor solidity
$\mu$: Advance ratio ($\text{free-stream velocity}/V_{tip}$)
$\theta$: Vortex angle projected onto $x$-$y$ plane, positive to port (deg)
$\psi$: Rotor azimuth angle ($0$ when blade 1 is fully aft) (deg)

Subscripts

- $A$: Sidewall camera
- $B$: Ceiling camera
- Tip: Rotor tip

INTRODUCTION

A full-scale UH-60A helicopter rotor was tested on the Large Rotor Test Apparatus (LRTA) in the National Full-Scale Aerodynamic Complex (NFAC) at NASA Ames Research Center (Ref. 1). One objective of this test was to measure the response of the rotor over a range of test conditions and rotor control settings. Quantities of interest
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included displacement of the rotor blades, unsteady pressure distributions on the blades, and flow conditions in the region near the advancing blade. Blade displacements were measured by an eight-camera stereo photogrammetry system (Ref. 2, 3). Two blades were instrumented, one with unsteady pressure transducers, and the other with strain gauges and accelerometers. The flow near the advancing blade was measured by two techniques: Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was used to measure flow velocities in a vertical plane at the streamwise station of the advancing blade (Refs. 4, 5); and RBOS and stereo photogrammetry were used to visualize vortices and measure their spatial coordinates as the vortices passed through the PIV plane. Knowing the angle at which the vortices passed through the PIV measurement plane allows greater accuracy in computing vortex strength and core diameters from the PIV measurements.

Vortices shed from rotors and fixed-wing aircraft have been successfully measured in a variety of tests. Nearly 25 years ago retro-reflective shadowgraphy was shown to be an effective means of visualizing vortices in both small-scale and large-scale applications (Refs. 8–15). Shadowgraphy is attractive because it provides instantaneous visualizations of the flow over a very wide field of view. Typically, shadowgraphy measurements have been based on images acquired by cameras in the rotor plane or aligned with the axis of rotation, and the transformation from image to object space has been accomplished by a simple scaling using a reference object of known size in the field of view (Ref. 10).

Another method for visualizing tip vortices is to inject smoke from the tip of the rotor or wing. In rotor applications, smoke tends to quickly diffuse limiting visibility to early wake ages, and hardware required to introduce the smoke can be intrusive. Meyn and Bennett (Ref. 16) used smoke to visualize vortices from a fixed-wing aircraft in tests in the 40- by 80-Ft Wind Tunnel at NASA Ames. In addition, they employed two cameras and rigorous stereo photogrammetry rather than simplistic scaling to determine the space coordinates of the vortex filaments. Stereo photogrammetry not only improves accuracy but also allows greater flexibility in placing cameras.

More recently, BOS and RBOS have been used to visualize vortices from helicopters (Ref.17). RBOS is closely related to retro-reflective shadowgraphy. Both methods make use of a camera, a light source that is colocated with the camera, and a retro-reflective screen or background against which the region of interest is observed. BOS and RBOS have the advantage of providing quantitative measures of the angular deviation of light from the density disturbance. Under conditions where simplifying assumptions are valid, these measurements can be used to infer density (Ref. 18). In addition, RBOS post-processing allows rotating a virtual knife-edge to highlight density gradients in a chosen direction. Because of these advantages, RBOS was chosen to visualize vortices in the UH-60A tests.

A prototype of the RBOS/photogrammetry system (Ref. 6) was demonstrated during the Individual Blade Control (IBC) test of the UH-60A rotor conducted in Spring 2009 (Ref. 7) in the NFAC 40- by 80-Wind Tunnel. RBOS was successfully used to visualize vortices in the region near the advancing blade using two cameras mounted in a window in the opposite sidewall. However, because the cameras were on the opposite side of the test section as the region of interest (ROI) and were only slightly above the rotor plane, they sometimes viewed the ROI through vortices that were shed by the much-closer retreating blade. These nearside vortices obscured vortices in the ROI. Another shortcoming of the photogrammetry system used for the IBC test was that the separation between the cameras was too small to allow meaningful stereo measurements. The IBC test also revealed that improvements could be made to the hardware used to calibrate the cameras.

For the present test, known as the Airloads Wind Tunnel Test (Ref. 1) and conducted in Spring 2010, the RBOS/photogrammetry system was redesigned to mitigate these problems. Both cameras were located well above the rotor plane to avoid lines-of-sight through the nearside, retreating-blade vortices. In addition, there was much greater separation between the cameras, which yielded differences in perspective sufficient to allow 3D measurements. A new calibration structure that was more rigid and easier to install was designed and used in this test.

This report describes the RBOS/photogrammetry system that was used in the UH-60A Airloads test and presents typical results of the measurements.

**APPRAOCH**

The first step in measuring the spatial positions of the vortex filaments was to use RBOS to visualize the vortices in the images from both cameras. Then, points that lay along each filament were identified in the RBOS data computed from each image. Epipolar geometry was used to match points in the images from both cameras that corresponded to the same physical point in space. Finally, stereo photogrammetry was used to compute the space coordinates of each pair of corresponding points.

**Retro-Reflective Background-Oriented Schlieren**

Retro-Reflective Background Oriented Schlieren (RBOS, Refs. 19, 20) measures density gradients in a medium. A speckle pattern on a retro-reflective background behind a region of interest (ROI) is imaged in quiescent, wind-off conditions and at wind-on test conditions. When a vortex filament lies in the ROI, the density gradient in the vortex core causes the speckled background in the neighborhood of the vortex to shift toward the core, in the direction of the decreasing density. This characteristic makes it possible to precisely locate vortices in the RBOS images.
The magnitude of the speckle displacements in the image plane ($\Delta y$) is given by (Ref. 19):

$$\Delta y = f \times \frac{z_{bg}}{z_{bg} + z_{cam} - f} \times \varepsilon$$

(1)

where $f$ is the lens focal length, $z_{cam}$ and $z_{bg}$ are the distances from the density gradient to the camera and background, respectively, and $\varepsilon$ is the angular deflection of a light ray from the background to the camera produced by the density gradient (Figure 1).

Increasing the focal length of the lens increases the pixel displacements, but at the cost of a more limited field of view. Pixel displacements can also be increased by increasing the distance between the ROI and the background ($z_{bg}$) if the camera-to-ROI distance ($z_{cam}$) is fixed. An undesirable side-effect of increasing $z_{bg}$, however, is that the contrast of the image will decrease making accurate measurement of pixel displacements more difficult. This occurs because the distance between the focal planes for the background and the ROI increases as their separation in space increases. This effect can be reduced by stepping down the lens to the depth of field, but at the cost of decreased image brightness or longer exposures. Another way to increase pixel displacements is to move the camera closer to the ROI while holding $z_{bg}$ fixed.

In most practical wind-tunnel applications of BOS, $z_{cam}$ and $z_{bg}$ are severely constrained by the position of the ROI in the test section and by where cameras and backgrounds may be installed: cameras usually are located in windows and backgrounds are usually applied to the test-section wall. Therefore, choice of lens focal length is often the only practical way of affecting pixel displacements, and this becomes a trade-off between larger displacements and more limited field of view.

Speckle shifts in the background are measured in the same way as particle displacements are measured in Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) images (Ref. 21): points of interest in the images are defined by a rectangular grid, and the local image-plane displacement at each node of the grid is measured by cross correlating the wind-off and wind-on images in a small (e.g., 20 x 20 pixels) interrogation window centered on the node.

With both RBOS and retro-reflective shadowgraphy, a retroreflective background is used to maximize the light reflected from the background. This increases the contrast between the dark speckles or shadows and bright background, improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), thus allowing shorter integration times that can freeze flow unsteadiness. The only optical access that is needed is a small window that can accommodate both the camera and the light source. This allows RBOS or retroreflective shadowgraphy to provide schlieren or shadowgraph data in wind tunnels that lack large, expensive, schlieren-quality windows. Though RBOS cannot currently provide real-time data, as does retroreflective shadowgraphy, post-processing the images allows for insertion of a virtual knife edge that can be oriented horizontally, vertically or any angle in between, thus optimizing each data point for the given flow condition or to highlight various features.

**Stereo Photogrammetry**

Stereo photogrammetry (Ref. 22, 23) measures the positions of points in a region of interest from images acquired from at least two directions. The object-space coordinates of any point in the ROI that appears in both images can be computed from the image-plane coordinates of the point in both images and the camera calibration coefficients. The cameras can be calibrated in situ by placing a calibration object with targets of known spatial positions in the ROI and imaging it with both cameras. The sensitivity of the measurement in the direction perpendicular to the baseline between the cameras is greatest when the angular separation between the cameras is 90°.

The transformation between image- and object-space coordinates is based on a pin-hole representation of a camera. The image plane is perpendicular to the optical axis and is displaced from the pinhole (lens) by the effective lens focal length. Each point in space is projected through the pinhole onto the image plane along a straight line. For a target $i$, this colinearity geometry can be approximated by the Direct Linear Transformation (DLT, Ref. 24):
where \((X_i, Y_i)\) are the image-plane coordinates, \((x_i, y_i, z_i)\) are the object-space coordinates and \(L_{i,j}\) are calibration coefficients. The equations for \(n\) calibration targets whose image- and object-space coordinates are known may be written as an \(n \times 11\) set of linear equations:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_1 \\
X_2 \\
\vdots \\
X_n
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
x_1 y_1 z_1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & X_1 & Y_1 & X_1 & Y_1 & X_1 & Y_1 \\
x_2 y_2 z_2 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & X_2 & Y_2 & X_2 & Y_2 & X_2 & Y_2 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & 0 & x_n & y_n & z_n & 1 & Y_n x_n & Y_n y_n & Y_n z_n
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
L_1 \\
L_2 \\
\vdots \\
L_{11}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3)

 calibration procedure, or bundle adjustment, was used that refined the space coordinates of the targets at each pass by minimizing the re-projection error (the root-mean-square of the differences between the measured target coordinates in both cameras and the theoretical coordinates computed from Eq. 4). This was done using Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear, least-squares optimization (Ref. 26). Bundle adjustment couples the calibrations of the two cameras. Without this adjustment the calibrations are independent.

**Epipolar Geometry**

One of the requirements of stereo photogrammetry is that measurement points in the images of both cameras must correspond to the same physical point in space. In many applications of photogrammetry, particularly those that use targets, this correspondence is self-evident. In the present test, however, where there were no targets and the vortices were invisible, epipolar geometry (Ref. 27) was used to establish correspondence between points on the vortex in the images of both cameras. This approach is very similar to that employed by Meyn and Bennett (Ref. 16), who measured the positions of vortices shed by a fighter aircraft in the 40- by 80-ft Wind Tunnel. The principal difference between the approach of Ref. 16 and the present study was the method of visualizing the vortices (smoke released from the wingtips versus RBOS).

Epipolar geometry is also based on the pinhole representation of a camera and exploits the idea that a point in the image \((X_j\) in Fig. 1, Ref. 28) from one camera \((A)\) is mapped to an epipolar line \((\vec{e}_A \vec{x}_B^j)\) in Fig. 2) in the image of a second camera \((B)\), and visa versa. Therefore, if an object-space point, \(x\), can be located in image \(A\) then the same (corresponding) point in image \(B\) must lie on the epipolar line \((\vec{e}_B \vec{x}_A^i)\). In other words, each epipolar line is the image of the ray that passes from the perspective center (i.e., pinhole) of the second camera through the point in space that is imaged by the first camera. It follows that all epipolar
lines pass through a common point known as the epipole \((e_B\) and \(e_A\)), which is the image of the perspective center \((O_A, O_B)\) of one camera in the image of the other camera. Thus all epipolar lines converge at the epipole.

The epipolar constraint can be described by the equation:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_A & Y_A & 1
\end{bmatrix} \times F \times
\begin{bmatrix}
X_B \\
Y_B \\
1
\end{bmatrix} = 0
\] (5)

where \((X_A, Y_A)\) and \((X_B, Y_B)\) are corresponding points in images \(A\) and \(B\), respectively, and \(F\) is a singular \(3 \times 3\) matrix known as the Fundamental Matrix. The Fundamental Matrix has seven degrees of freedom and thus may be computed from the image-plane coordinates of seven or more points that appear in both images. The same images and targets that are used to compute the DLT calibrations may also be used to compute the Fundamental Matrix. Unlike the DLT, however, the space coordinates of the targets do not enter into the calculation of the Fundamental Matrix. The method used in the present test to compute the Fundamental Matrix was the eight-point algorithm described by Hartley (Ref. 29).

Epipolar geometry restricts the search for corresponding points to a line. Additional information is required to establish where on the line the corresponding point lies. In the present case, this information is provided by the image of the vortex filaments as visualized by RBOS. A point that lies on the filament in image \(A\) must also lie on the filament in image \(B\). Therefore, the point in image \(B\) that corresponds to a point on the filament in image \(A\) is the intersection in image \(B\) of the epipolar line and the vortex filament. Ideally the epipolar lines would be perpendicular to the vortex filaments to minimize the uncertainty in computing their intersection. In the present test, where the vortex filaments were nearly horizontal, it was important for the cameras to have predominantly vertical separation because this would result in epipolar lines in the images with a significant vertical component.

**WIND TUNNEL AND TEST ARTICLE**

The 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel is a closed-return, atmospheric wind tunnel located at NASA Ames Research Center and operated by Arnold Engineering Development Center. The test section is 80 feet long and has a cross section that is oval: the ceiling and floor are flat and 40 feet wide and the sidewalls are semicircular with radii of 20 feet. An acoustic liner decreases the actual dimensions to 39 x 79 ft. The upper half of the test section is formed by hinged, “clam-shell” doors that open to allow test articles and other large or heavy objects to be hoisted into the test section by an overhead crane. The tunnel is driven by six 40-ft diameter fans each of which is turned by a 22,500-HP electric motor. Maximum airspeed in the test section is 300 kts.

![Figure 3. LRTA and UH-60A rotor installed in 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. View is from upstream, port quadrant.](image)

The test article was a full-scale flight rotor from a UH-60A helicopter (Ref. 7). The rotor had four blades and a radius \((R)\) of 26.83 ft. Each blade was twisted -18º and had a chord of 20.76 in. The tip of each blade was swept back 20º. The geometric solidity ratio \((\sigma)\) was 0.0826, and 100% RPM was 258. One blade was instrumented with 242 pressure transducers and another was instrumented with strain gauges. An instrumentation “hat” was mounted on top of the UH-60A hub.

The rotor was supported by the Large Rotor Test Apparatus (LRTA). The drive system of this apparatus was powered by two 3000-HP motors. The LRTA was mounted on three struts that allowed angle-of-attack \((\alpha)\) changes of \(\pm 15º\). The height of the rotor plane at \(\alpha = 0º\) was 9.5 inches above the tunnel centerline and 20.3 ft above the acoustic liner on the test-section floor. Figure 3 shows the rotor and LRTA installed in the test section.

**RBOS AND PHOTOGRAMMETRY SYSTEM**

**Layout and Design**

The challenge in designing the photogrammetry system was to find two positions suitable for mounting cameras and lamps that provided sufficient separation for stereo measurements and provided sightlines to the ROI that did not pass through vortices produced by the retreating blades. The separation between cameras needed to be mostly vertical so that the epipolar lines would also be vertical and nearly perpendicular to the horizontal vortices. Finally, acoustic panels in the background of the ROI as seen by each camera required covering with retro-reflective material, and the viewing angle of the retro-reflective panels could not exceed 15-20º without significant loss in light returned to the camera. Due to cost and time constraints and to minimize degradation of the acoustic liner, the number of acoustic panels covered with retro-reflective material was limited. Therefore, having as much overlap of the backgrounds for
the two cameras as possible was desirable. For ease of installation, the background panels also had to be accessible (i.e., not in the ceiling or very high in the sidewalls) and could not be in a high-traffic area (e.g., on the floor of the test section).

The RBOS region of interest was just downstream of the advancing blade. The ROI extended from about $r/R = 0.75$ to just beyond the rotor tip and included the outboard part of the PIV measurement region, which lay in the cross-stream vertical plane that passed through the trailing edge of the swept tip when the blade was at $\psi = 90^\circ$ (Ref. 5).

A PIV window in the port sidewall just abeam the rotor mast and above the tunnel centerline was suitable for mounting one camera. The line-of-sight from this location to the ROI passed directly over the instrumentation hat on top of the rotor hub. Although there were no properly situated windows for the second camera, there were light-fixtures in the ceiling of the test section whose housings could accommodate a camera if the lamp were removed. Therefore, the second camera was located in one of these light-fixture housings slightly downstream of the sidewall camera and on the port side of the tunnel centerline. From these positions, the angular separation between the lines-of-sight of the two cameras was about $20^\circ$, and there was significant vertical separation between them. Figures 4 and 5 are schematic views that show the intersection of the camera fields of view in the region of interest. Figure 4 also shows the PIV region.

Virtual imaging (Refs. 30, 31) was used to predict the view of each camera and to identify acoustic panels that lay in the background of the ROI. This was particularly important for the ceiling-mounted camera (B) because its position—at the bottom of the lamp housing, which was 5 feet deep, 11.5 inches in diameter and 40 ft above the floor of the test section—was completely inaccessible, making direct visual observation from this position almost impossible. In addition, because of the confined space of the lamp housing and the oblique view to the ROI, the optical path was folded within the housing. This was accomplished with two mirrors, forming a periscope (Fig. 6). Predicting the view of the camera mounted in the portside PIV window (A) was much simpler because the ROI was viewed directly.

The lens focal lengths were chosen to fill the camera fields of view with the region of interest and the speckled acoustic panels that lay in the background. The sidewall camera (A) was fitted with a 300-mm lens and the ceiling camera (B) with a 200-mm lens. With these lenses the spatial resolutions of the cameras at the tip of the advancing blade were both approximately 1.6 pixels/mm. Eight acoustic panels were covered with retro-reflective plates.

**Cameras and Lamps**

The ROI was imaged by two Redlake EC11000 digital cameras. The sensor for these cameras had $4008 \times 2672$ pixels with 9-µm pitch and 12-bit dynamic range. The cameras were controlled via a rack-mounted PC with stream-to-disk capabilities.

Illumination was provided by two custom-built, high-intensity red LED flash-lamps (Ref. 32), one co-located with each camera. Each lamp was composed of 18 individual elements that were distributed around a circular opening through which the lens protruded, forming a ring lamp. Placing the light sources as close to the camera lenses as possible was necessary to take maximum advantage of the retro-reflective properties of the background.

The sidewall camera and lamp were mounted on optical posts in a small compartment behind the PIV window opening. The ceiling camera and lamp, along with the two first-surface mirrors that formed a periscope, were supported in the light-fixture housing by an aluminum structure (Fig. 7). The structure slid into the housing from above and was
clamped to a flange at the top of the housing. A 0.25-in thick window at the bottom of the structure replaced the lens of the light fixture. The pitch angles of the camera and lamp (mounted together) and the two mirrors (mounted separately) were independently adjustable from above to allow alignment fine-tuning after the periscope was installed. The azimuth point angle was adjusted by rotating the structure as a unit about its vertical axis within the lamp housing. Vacuum grease was applied to a seal at the bottom of the housing to facilitate this adjustment. The lens was focused before installation at the distance to the background. There was no provision for adjusting focus or aperture of the lens from above. Power supplies and controllers for the camera and lamp were mounted outside of the lamp housing.

Both cameras were connected to the data-acquisition computer, which was located on a nearby cat-walk, by fiber optic cables. The data-acquisition computer was operated remotely from the control room via a KVM switch. Both lamps and cameras were triggered by a once-per-revolution signal from the rotor provided by a Rotor Azimuth Synchronization Program (RASP) USB box (Ref. 33) that allowed measurements to be acquired at different azimuth angles of the rotor. The camera integration time and duration of the lamp flashes were both 40 µs. In this time interval, the rotor tip, traveling at 718 ft/sec (258 RPM), would advance only about 0.0287 ft (0.34 in) or 0.016 chord lengths. At the magnification of the cameras, this corresponded to about 14 pixels.

Retro-Reflective Background

Eight contiguous 4- by 4-ft acoustic panels nearly filled the backgrounds of both cameras. Because the sidewalls were actually polygonal rather than circular, the acoustic panels were not segments of a circle. Rather, each panel was creased down the middle to form two flat halves with an angle difference of 11.25°. Quarter-inch aluminum plating was cut to fit the shape of these panels. The plates were covered with retro-reflective material (Scotchlite™ Very High Gain Sheeting 3000X, Ref. 34), splattered with black ink, and mounted over the appropriate acoustic panels. The retro-reflective panels are visible in Figures 3 and 8.

Camera Calibration Structure

The cameras were calibrated in situ by imaging a calibration structure that was placed in the region of interest. This structure included 65 targets that were well-distributed within the ROI and whose relative spatial coordinates were known. The structure was built from ABS pipe and was supported approximately 20 feet above the floor of the test section by an aluminum mast that was stabilized by guy wires. The guy wires were adjusted until the mast was vertical as indicated by a laser level. The structure itself consisted of a 9-ft long, 3-in diameter horizontal pipe that was oriented in the span-wise direction (Figure 8). Spokes extended radially outward from this crossbar at regular span-wise intervals. One-quarter-inch diameter retro-reflective targets were glued at 6-inch intervals to the sides of the spokes nearest the cameras. Plumb bobs were suspended from the ends of the cross bar and their positions were marked on the tunnel floor. Virtual imaging was used to design the structure and verify that the targets were viewable by both cameras, were well-distributed within the fields of view, and were the proper size for locating with target-finding software. Once the structure was in place, it was
Figure 8. Structure used to calibrate the cameras. Eight retro-reflective panels are in the background.

imaged with both cameras with illumination provided by the LED flash lamps.

DATA ACQUISITION

Data images were acquired semi-manually once the tunnel and rotor were at the desired test condition. The desired azimuthal angle was input in the RASP control software, and data acquisition was initiated by clicking a record button in the camera-control software. The software began acquiring images from both cameras, one per revolution as triggered by the RASP. For most cases the dwell time at the test condition was long enough to allow acquisition of 20–30 RBOS images at more than one azimuth delay—2 or 3 azimuth delay points were typical. For test points where the dwell time was very long (e.g., points where blade-displacement measurements were made), RBOS images were often acquired at 5° intervals over a range of azimuth angles between 0–90°. Images acquired at the same test condition but at different azimuth angles were not acquired during the same pass of the rotor blade.

To avoid interference with PIV data acquisition, RBOS images were not acquired during the PIV runs. Instead, they were acquired during separate runs where the test conditions were the same as for the PIV measurements. In addition to the PIV test conditions, RBOS images were acquired at almost every other test condition as well—more than 2000 in all. The total volume of RBOS image data was about 208,350 images, which required 3.04 TB of storage.

Reference Wind-Off Images

“Same-day” reference images were taken at the beginning and end of each shift, with the flow in the tunnel at zero velocity. Ideally, the speckle-displacement distribution of each of these reference images relative to another would be uniformly zero, indicating no density variations. However, throughout the test it was discovered that speckle displacements between two ostensibly identical wind-off images were as large as those due to vortices measured at wind-on conditions. In addition, the distributions varied randomly from one reference image to the next. The source of this problem was traced to heat generated by the LRTA and instrumentation hat, which lay directly below the line-of-sight of the sidewall camera. All attempts to acquire wind-off images without this heat contamination, which included turning off all known heat sources to the test article overnight and even over weekends, failed until, finally, satisfactory reference images were acquired after the LRTA was removed from the test section at the end of the test. The ceiling camera was less affected by the heat convection because the line-of-sight to the ROI was not as close to the hub. The improvement in the post-test reference images from the ceiling camera was offset by the fact that the camera had been jostled by repeated opening and closing of the ceiling clam-shell doors. The best results were obtained using same-day reference images for the ceiling camera and post-test reference images for the sidewall camera.

DATA REDUCTION

Data reduction involved the following steps:

1. **Calibrate the cameras using images of the calibration structure.**
   
   Targets on the calibration structure were identified in the calibration image of each camera, and the DLT was computed from Equation 3 using the assumed spatial coordinates of the targets. The space coordinates were then adjusted to minimize the RMS re-projection error, and the DLTs of both cameras were recomputed at each step.

   The Fundamental matrix was also computed from the image coordinates of the calibration targets in the images of both cameras. The space coordinates of the targets do not enter into this calculation.

2. **Compute speckle-displacement distributions.**
   
   Speckle displacements were determined by comparing each wind-on image to a reference wind-off image. A dense rectangular grid was
defined that overlay the images. Speckle displacements were computed at each node by defining a small interrogation window (20 x 20 pixels) and extracting image-intensity data from both the wind-on and wind-off images within that window. The density of the grid was defined so that there was 50% overlap between adjacent interrogation windows. The intensity data were then cross correlated resulting in a two-dimensional correlation function that included a sharp peak if there was correlation between the images within the window. The offset of this peak in each direction from the center of the window was equal to the offset of the two images relative to each other. This procedure results in a distribution of displacements that, if represented by grey-level contours proportional to the displacement, appears much like a schlieren image. Displacements in arbitrary directions may be computed and displayed. This is equivalent to rotating a knife edge of a schlieren system to highlight density gradients in different directions.

Most of the wind-on images exhibited a small global shift in the speckled background that was due to very slight contraction of the test section as the static pressure inside decreased below ambient pressure outside. To account for this shift, the speckle displacement at a reference point in the quiescent flow was measured by cross-correlating the wind-on and wind-off images in a large (256 x 256 pixel) interrogation window centered on the reference point. This offset was then subtracted from the speckle displacements measured at each data point. This procedure also corrected for small wind-on camera shifts due to vibration.

3. Identify vortex filaments in the speckle-displacement data.

The position of each vortex in each image was approximated by a series of points that overlay the filament in the speckle-displacement data. Several algorithms were developed to automatically find the vortices, but these were reliable only in low-noise data. For most cases the vortices were identified by pointing and clicking on a display of the speckle-displacement distribution. Locating vortices in the data was made more difficult by the presence of lines in the data due to the creases in the acoustic panels and seams between sheets of retro-reflective material in the background. There was usually noticeable cycle-to-cycle variation in the positions of the vortices. Therefore, averaging data over many cycles as a way to improve the signal-to-noise was not appropriate since the vortices would be smeared. Thus all of the measurements are instantaneous based on data from a single image from each camera.

4. Pair vortices between the two cameras.

Next, vortices in each image were paired between the two cameras. Identifying which vortex was from the tip of the most recent blade passage was usually obvious, especially for small azimuth delays where the tip was in the fields of view. But for many cases, some where up to 10 vortices were visible, pairing was much more difficult. The clarity of a vortex in the data and/or a distinctive shape sometimes was used as matching criteria. In some difficult cases, pairing could be established by observing a sequence of parametric data and tracing the evolution of the vortices back to a condition where the pairing was clear. Every potential vortex pairing corresponded to a line in space that was consistent with the lines-of-sight of both cameras, but incorrect pairings resulted in vortex positions that did not make physical sense. Pairings were chosen that yielded vortices with positions in the x-y plane that were consistent with a simple vortex-convection model. By this model, vortices from previous blade passages lie progressively further inboard as they pass through the ROI, as shown in in Figure 9.

5. Establish camera A to B correspondence of points along each vortex filament.

Correspondence for each point on the vortex in camera A was established by computing the corresponding epipolar line in camera B data. The corresponding point in camera B was the intersection of the vortex in camera B and this epipolar line. For example, in Figure 10 the cyan line in image B is the epipolar line corresponding to the cyan dot in image A.
10.

Compute object-space coordinates.

Equation 4 was used to compute the space coordinates of each pair of corresponding points in images from cameras A and B.

7. Compute where and at what angles the vortex filaments pass through the PIV plane.

The x-y and x-z coordinates of each vortex filament were curve-fit using cubic splines with some smoothing, and the point of intersection of the splines with the PIV plane was determined knowing the x coordinate of the plane. The local angles of the filament in the x-y ($\theta$) and x-z ($\phi$) planes at the point of intersection were computed from the coordinates of the two sequential filament points that lay on opposite sides of the PIV plane.

All data reduction was performed using custom software that was developed in house.

RESULTS

The UH-60A Airloads test included many parametric test points where test conditions were systematically altered, one variable at a time. The parametric variables included advance ratio ($\mu$), normalized thrust coefficient ($C_T/\sigma$), rotor shaft angle ($\alpha$), and tip Mach number ($M_{tip}$). This section presents RBOS vortex-position measurements from a sequence of parametric test points that included the test conditions where PIV data were later acquired. The effects on vortex positions of advance ratio ($\mu$), normalized thrust coefficient ($C_T/\sigma$), and blade azimuth angle ($\psi$) are illustrated. Finally, RBOS images are shown for a variety of test conditions that include interesting flow features in addition to vortices.

In this paper, each tip vortex in the ROI shall be referred to by the rotor blade that produced it. The order of blade passage through the ROI is 1-2-3-4-1 etc. The corresponding order of vortices in the ROI by increasing age is 1-4-3-2-1 etc. Thus, when ordered by age, the vortex sequence is the inverse of the blade-passage order.

Vortex pairings and their interpretations would be very difficult to ascertain if the data were considered in isolation. They are based on a comprehensive examination of data from many test conditions. As will be shown, these pairings result in vortex positions that are consistent with PIV measurements and with the simple vortex convection model.

Case 1: $\alpha = 0^\circ$, $\mu = 0.15$, $C_T/\sigma = 0.12$ (Run 42 pt 18)

Figure 11 shows instantaneous speckle-displacement distributions measured by the sidewall and ceiling cameras at three rotor azimuth angles ($\psi = 5^\circ$, $7^\circ$, and $15^\circ$) where $\alpha = 0^\circ$, $\mu = 0.15$, and $C_T/\sigma = 0.12$. This was a relatively high thrust, low advance-ratio case where the visibility of vortices in the RBOS data was particularly good. At the rotor azimuth angles shown, rotor blade 4 had just passed through the laser plane and was moving upstream (from right to left in the image). The outboard portion of the blade, including the swept tip and trim tab, appears in the data from both cameras as randomly speckled regions with uncorrelated data. The lower-right corner in both views also includes a rectangular region of uncorrelated data that corresponds to a background panel that was not covered with retro-reflective material. The two vertical stripes beyond the blade tip are lines on the background that were used to assist alignment of the PIV laser sheets. Other vertical and horizontal lines are joints between retro-reflective panels and creases in the panels.

Multiple vortices are visible in the data from both cameras. Most clearly shown in both views is the vortex (4) that extends downstream from the trailing edge of the swept...
Clearly this is the youngest vortex and was generated by blade 4 during its current pass through the ROI. There is little change in the position of this vortex as the azimuth angle increases. The origins and pairings of the other vortices are much less obvious. The next youngest vortex, produced by blade 3, which had just passed over the nose of the LRTA, appears at the very top of both images. Only a small segment of this vortex is visible in the upper-left corner of the data from the ceiling camera and the position changes very little with ψ. The vortex from blade 2, in retreat on the port side of the LRTA, is just below vortex 3 in the sidewall view and, at ψ = 5º, just above vortex 4 in the ceiling view. This vortex is displaced downward in both views as ψ increases. Finally, the vortex from blade 1, which had just passed over the aft end of the LRTA, is almost coincident with vortex 4 in the sidewall view at ψ = 5º, and is well below all other vortices in the ceiling view. The blade-1 vortex is displaced downward in both views as ψ increases. A prominent vortex (P) in the sidewall views has no pair in the ceiling view. The lateral extents, or diameters, of all of the vortex filaments are about the same—they do not appear to increase with vortex age.

The speckle-displacement distributions reveal other flow features of interest. In the sidewall view there is a disturbance (S) just below vortex 4 that also propagates downstream from the rotor tip. This disturbance is not nearly as well defined as the tip vortices and appears to expand and become more diffuse with both distance downstream and increasing ψ. By ψ = 15º the disturbance is barely detectable. In the ceiling view there is only the slightest hint of this feature at ψ = 5º, and it is not visible at all at larger ψ.

The sidewall views at ψ = 5º and ψ = 7º also reveal similar disturbances that propagate downstream from the outboard (T₂) and inboard (T₁) edges of the trim tab. By ψ = 15º these disturbances have nearly disappeared. In views from the ceiling camera, the outboard disturbance (T₂) is barely visible, and the inboard disturbance is beyond the field of view. Finally, in the sidewall view, the magnitude of background disturbances appears to be less outboard of the rotor tip than inboard, indicating relatively quiescent flow. This difference is less apparent in the ceiling view because of the lower SNR.

The object-space coordinates of points on each vortex filament were determined as described in the Data Reduction section. Figure 12 shows views of these vortices from x, y, and z directions. The rotor is also shown for reference; its position, however, is based only on ψ, not on measurements, and does not account for rotor lag, flapping, or angle of attack. Also shown for reference is the PIV measurement region. The data at each ψ are instantaneous. Only vortices 4, 2, and 1 are shown. Vortex 3, the second youngest vortex after 4, was barely visible in the ceiling view, and none of the points that did appear were common to those in the sidewall view. Note in the x and z views that the vortices...
move inboard as they age, as required by the vortex-convection model. This result is not surprising since the convection model was used to guide the pairing of vortices. The convection model, however, says nothing about the vertical displacement of the vortices. This is shown in the $x$ and $z$ views. The vortices initially move upward as they age and move inboard. Vortex 2 is near the upper edge of the PIV region. Vortex 3 is not shown but, because it appeared high in the views of both cameras, it would likely lie above the PIV measurement region and at a span station between vortices 4 and 2. The oldest vortex (1) lies above the youngest (4) but below the next oldest (2).

The view from above ($z$) shows that the two older vortices (1) and (2) are yawed inboard whereas the youngest vortex (4) is yawed slightly outboard. The inboard yaw of the older vortices is expected by the convection model (Fig. 9). The $y$-view shows that the youngest vortex (4) is pitched down slightly whereas the oldest vortex (1) is pitched up. The pitch angle of vortex 2 is nearly zero. These trends remain unchanged over $\psi = 5^\circ - 15^\circ$.

Case 2: $\alpha = 0^\circ$, $\mu = 0.15$, $C_T / \sigma = 0.08$ (Run 42 pts 11-12)

For this case, the test conditions were the same as when PIV data were later acquired (Run 73). The visibility of the vortices was not as good as for Case 1 because of the lower thrust. This was especially true for the ceiling view, where the SNR was lower than for the sidewall view. Nonetheless, at $\psi = 90^\circ$, when the tip trailing edge of blade 1 was in the PIV plane, vortices from the three most recent blade passages (1, 4, and 3) were discerned in the speckle-displacement distributions from both cameras (Figure 13). The disturbance (S) from the tip is more pronounced in the sidewall view than in Case 1. There is a disturbance in the ceiling view about halfway outboard on the swept tip (S?) that may be the same feature. Disturbances from the outboard edge of the trim tab ($T_2$) are clear in both views. Note that the numbering of the vortices has been incremented by 1 compared to Case 1 because at $\psi = 90^\circ$ blade 1 rather than blade 4 was in the ROI. Thus, in order of increasing age, the vortices were 1, 4, 3, 2 (not visible).

RBOS data were acquired at more than 100 consecutive rotor revolutions at this condition. At each revolution the position of the blade-tip trailing edge was computed since it was visible in the images from both cameras. Figure 14 shows the positions of the three youngest tip vortices as they passed through the PIV plane. The positions are relative to the instantaneous position of the tip trailing edge. Data for all revolutions are shown as well as the average positions. Also shown are the instantaneous rotor tip positions. The youngest vortex (1) is slightly outboard of the rotor tip, but at the same height. The data from multiple revolutions are not randomly distributed about a mean position and show what might be a slight bias due to small systematic errors in locating corresponding points on the vortex filament. The
Figure 13. Speckle-displacement data from ceiling (top) and sidewall (bottom) cameras. Blade 1 is in the ROI. (Case 2: $\alpha = 0^\circ$, $\mu = 0.15$, $C_T / \sigma = 0.08$, $\psi = 90^\circ$).

The next older vortex (4) lies above and inboard of the rotor tip, and the measurements from multiple revolutions are more randomly distributed about the mean position. Likewise, the next older vortex (3) lies further inboard and above both of the younger vortices.

Figure 15 is a $y$-$z$ plot at the same condition but in a plane 30 inches (0.09 rotor radii) downstream of the PIV plane. In this plane the youngest vortex (1) is slightly higher and further inboard than its position in the PIV plane. The two older vortices (4 and 3) are also slightly higher but further outboard.

Figure 16 shows data in the PIV plane at the same test conditions but for $\psi = 75^\circ$. At this azimuth only two vortices were visible in the speckle-displacement data: the youngest vortex (from blade 4), and the next older (from blade 3). Data are shown for 20 rotor revolutions relative to the rotor tip position measured at $\psi = 90^\circ$—the same reference as for Figs. 14 and 15. At this azimuth, the youngest vortex (blade 4) has moved higher and slightly inboard compared to...
Ψ = 90°, and the next older vortex (blade 3) has moved inboard and up. After another 15° of rotation, when blade 1 passes through the ROI, the blade 4 and 3 vortices become the second and third youngest vortices, respectively. Note that both vortices in Figure 16 are approaching the positions of the second and third youngest vortices in Figure 14.

**Effects of Thrust Coefficient and Advance Ratio on Vortex Positions (Run 42)**

The effects of $C_T/\sigma$ on the positions of vortices passing through the PIV plane are shown in Figure 17. Twenty revolutions of data at four thrust coefficients are shown. Azimuth angle ($\psi$) is 5°, $\alpha = 0°$, and $\mu = 0.15$ (same as for cases 1 and 2). Four vortices, one from each blade, are shown at $C_T/\sigma = 0.10$. The two youngest vortices (4 and 3) are shown at $C_T/\sigma = 0.08$, and vortices 4 and 2 are shown at the two highest thrust levels (vortex 3, the second youngest, was presumably too high to be seen). All of the measurements are relative to the tip position of blade 1 at $\psi = 90°$ and $C_T/\sigma = 0.08$ (same reference as for case 2). Therefore, these data show absolute positions of the vortices, not positions relative to the rotor tip at each condition, which also changes with thrust coefficient.

Figure 18 shows the effects of changing advance ratio on vortex positions in the PIV plane ($C_T/\sigma = 0.12$, $\alpha = 0°$, $\psi = 5°$). Vortex measurements for 20 rotor revolutions are shown at three advance ratios: $\mu = 0.15$, 0.20, and 0.24. The same blade tip reference is used as in Figure 16. The youngest and two oldest vortices are shown for $\mu = 0.15$ (same data as Case 1); the three youngest vortices are shown for $\mu = 0.20$ (Run 42 Pt 30); and the two youngest are shown at $\mu = 0.24$ (Run 42 Pt 45).
Figure 19. Instantaneous vortex angles at PIV plane. Average values are shown as black squares (Case 2: $\alpha = 0^\circ$, $\mu = 0.15$, $C_T/\sigma = 0.08$, $\psi = 90^\circ$).

Figure 20. Instantaneous vortex angles 0.09 rotor radii downstream of PIV plane. Average values are shown as black squares (Case 2: $\alpha = 0^\circ$, $\mu = 0.15$, $C_T/\sigma = 0.08$, $\psi = 90^\circ$).
Vortex Angles

Figure 19 shows the instantaneous angles of the vortex filaments at the PIV plane for $\psi = 90^\circ$ (Case 2). The angle in the vertical $x-z$ plane ($\phi$) is plotted versus the angle in the horizontal $x-y$ plane ($\theta$) for each vortex. Average values are indicated by the black symbols. Figure 20 shows data for the same vortices but at a parallel plane 0.09 rotor radii further downstream. The youngest vortex (1) is inclined slightly outboard (negative $\theta$) at both planes, whereas the two older vortices (4 and 3) are inclined inboard. The angle increases with vortex age (compare vortices 4 and 3) but decreases with distance downstream (compare Figures 19 and 20). All three vortices are inclined downward at both planes, and there is little change in the vertical angle with either vortex age or distance downstream. The dispersion of the instantaneous angle measurements is much greater in the horizontal plane than in the vertical plane.

Interesting Flow Features Visualized by RBOS

The RBOS speckle-displacement data revealed interesting flow features in addition to vortices. Shock waves on both the upper and lower surfaces of the rotor tip were clear in data from the sidewall camera for cases where the Mach number of the advancing blade relative to the oncoming flow was high. In Figure 21 (left), two shock waves are visible on the upper surface and at least one is visible on the lower surface for a case where the resultant tip Mach number was about 0.91 (RPM = 268, $\mu = 0.35$, $\psi = 5^\circ$, $C_T / \sigma = 0.1$). Speckle displacements are shown in the streamwise direction, and the limits of the grayscale were adjusted to improve visibility of the shock waves. Figure 21 (center) shows the same data but with the virtual knife edge rotated 45°. The grayscale was set to highlight cross-hatching immediately downstream of the trailing edge inboard of the tab and spherical acoustic waves emanating from the rotor tip. Figure 21 (right) was acquired at a different condition ($\alpha = 0^\circ$, $\mu = 0.10$, $C_T / \sigma = 0.1$, $\psi = 15^\circ$) and shows a twisted vortex. This vortex was beyond the field of view of the ceiling camera, so no space coordinates were computed.

DISCUSSION

The RBOS/photogrammetry measurements from Case 2 (Run 42 Point 11) have been compared to PIV measurements (Ref. 35) acquired during a different run at the same test conditions (Run 73). The locations where the vortex filaments passed through the PIV plane were found to be in good agreement with the positions determined from the PIV data. Both measurements showed the same trajectory of vortices in this plane: vortices initially move inboard and upward as they age, then the upward displacement decreases but the inboard displacement continues. When projected into the $x-y$ plane, this behavior is consistent with the simple vortex convection model.

In addition to the vortices from the blade tips, the PIV measurements show a region of distributed vorticity between the outboard edge of the trim tab and the rotor tip. This region is initially at the same height as the blade and is much wider (spanwise, $y$) than it is high (vertical, $z$). The vorticity,
however, “rolls up” and moves upward, becoming a more distinct cylindrical vortex with vorticity of the same sign as the tip vortices. Whether this vortex appears in the RBOS data is unclear. The vortex may correspond to the disturbance “S” that appears to propagate from the rotor tip in data from the sidewall camera and is very faint in the data from the ceiling camera (Figure 13). At young wake ages, when the disturbance is much wider than it is high, the optical path through the disturbance along the line-of-sight to the sidewall camera is much longer than for the ceiling camera. Therefore, larger speckle displacements and higher visibility would be expected. However, after the vortex rolls up and becomes cylindrical, this difference should disappear. The feature that appears in the data from the ceiling camera at young wake ages quickly becomes lost in the background noise at older ages.

The Importance of Low-Noise Reference Images

Figure 22 compares speckle-displacement data from the sidewall camera using the same wind-on image but different wind-off reference images. In Figure 22 (top), the reference image was “same-day”, acquired at the beginning of the shift with the rotor and LRTA in place. In Figure 22 (bottom) the reference image was acquired “post test,” after the rotor and LRTA had been removed. The RBOS measurement was far less noisy when the post-test image was used as the reference.

Uncertainty

The ability of RBOS to visualize vortices is limited by the smallest speckle displacements that can be detected. With image cross-correlation this becomes a question of how small a shift in the correlation peak can be measured. For noise-free data, this limit is about 0.1 pixels. With the addition of noise, the displacements must be larger.

The tell-tale signature of a vortex filament is a line toward which speckles on either side are displaced. The displacements, of opposite sign, are largest at points immediately to either side of the filament and quickly decrease to zero as distance from the filament increases. In the present test, peak-to-peak speckle displacements across a vortex filament as small as 0.25 pixels could be detected. Peak-to-peak displacements across the most visible filaments were almost always less than one pixel. The ability of the human to spatially integrate a scene and recognize patterns allowed vortex filaments to be identified in noisy data even when the speckle-displacements that defined the filaments were very small.

The principal source of uncertainty in determining the spatial coordinates of the vortex filaments was uncertainty in establishing their image-plane coordinates in the speckle-displacement distributions from each camera. The image-plane uncertainty depended on the SNR of the speckle-displacement distributions. SNR was highly variable and depended mostly on the test conditions. SNR increased with increasing thrust coefficient and decreased with increasing advance ratio. The dependence on thrust coefficient is no surprise: higher thrust (lift) produces stronger vortices and thus a stronger signal (larger speckle displacements). The inverse relationship between SNR and advance ratio was also reported by Norman and Light (Ref. 8). They explained that bound circulation and vortex strength decline as advance ratio increases. This decrease occurs because more of the rotor lift at higher advance ratios is distributed on the forward and aft portions of the rotor disk.
The uncertainty in locating vortices in the speckle-displacement distributions also increased with vortex age: vortices from the most recent blade passage were usually significantly easier to detect than vortices from previous blade passages because the magnitudes of the speckle displacements were larger. The diameters of the vortex filaments did not appear to change (e.g., become larger and more diffuse) with vortex age (except in the region of distributed vorticity between the trim tab and the swept tip), so variations in diameters did not affect uncertainty.

The SNR in the speckle-displacement distributions from the sidewall camera was always significantly higher than for the ceiling camera. Since data from both cameras were required for a measurement, the measurement accuracies were limited by the ceiling camera. The lower SNR from the ceiling camera can be explained by its more complex optical path: reflections from two mirrors and a very oblique view through the window at the bottom of the light-fixture housing. Images may have been further degraded by spots of grease on the window that were discovered after the test when the periscope was removed. In contrast, the sidewall camera viewed the ROI directly. In addition, data from the ceiling camera were computed using the noisier same-day references that included heat convection currents from the model whereas data from the sidewall camera were computed using much less noisy post-test references. The ceiling camera was less affected by the heat convection currents compared to the sidewall camera because the ceiling camera line-of-sight did not pass directly over the model.

There were often significant variations in SNR from one cycle to the next in a sequence of images acquired at a constant test condition. The reasons for these variations are unknown.

Using the point and click method, the image coordinates of points on the most-clearly defined vortex filaments could be established with a uncertainty of no better than one pixel. For many vortices for which the visibility was very low, the uncertainty was much higher—perhaps 5–10 pixels. For uncorrelated uncertainties of 10 pixels, the theoretical uncertainty in the spatial coordinates of vortex points that appear in the images of both cameras is $\Delta x = 0.2$, $\Delta y = 1.0$, and $\Delta z = 0.3$ inches. The uncertainty is largest in the $y$ direction, which is the predominant direction toward the cameras. Note that the dispersion of data in Figs 14, 15, and 19, 20 is larger in the $y$ direction than the $z$ direction.

The theoretical uncertainties were computed assuming that the correspondence of points between camera views had been accurately established by epipolar geometry. Errors in establishing this correspondence will appear as a mostly streamwise shift in the intersection between the largely vertical epipolar line and the largely horizontal vortex (Figure 10). When epipolar geometry was applied to known points in the fields of view of both cameras (e.g., the rotor tip trailing edge), the correspondence of points was within the uncertainty due to image blur due to rotor motion (about 15 pixels, Figure 10). The spatial uncertainties scale approximately linearly with the image-plane uncertainties.

Another source of uncertainty in determining the spatial coordinates of vortices was uncertainty in the spatial coordinates of targets on the calibration structure that was used to compute the camera DLTs. The relative coordinates of these targets were not precisely known a priori, however their positions were refined as part of the calibration procedure. The absolute positions of the targets, and thus the vortices, relative to a fixed tunnel reference were known to within 2 or 3 inches. Measurements of the position of the trailing edge of the rotor tip agreed with the known radius of the rotor to within this uncertainty. Much smaller absolute uncertainties would have been possible if the calibration target coordinates had been measured in situ using theodolite or a photogrammetry system that had already been calibrated.

### CONCLUSIONS

The spatial positions of vortex filaments near the tip of the advancing blade of a full-scale UH-60A rotor were successfully measured using RBOS to visualize the vortices and stereo photogrammetry to compute their positions. Vortex positions derived from the RBOS/photogrammetry measurements were in good agreement with PIV measurements for a case where both measurements were made. Vortices at the advancing blade station were observed to move upward and inboard as they aged. The apparent diameters of the vortex filaments did not increase with age. The visibility of the vortices in the RBOS data was greatest when the rotor thrust was high and the advance ratio was low. Vortices from all four rotor blades could be detected in cases where visibility was high. In cases where visibility was low, only the tip vortex produced by the most recent blade passage was evident. There were many cases in between, where two or three vortices could be identified. Visibility of vortices was much higher in data from the sidewall camera than the ceiling camera because of the much simpler optical path (no folding or mirrors). Therefore, more vortices were usually visible in data from the sidewall camera. Since data from both cameras were required for a measurement, the measurements were limited by the poorer visibility of data from the ceiling camera. The measurements were also limited by noise in the wind-off reference images, which were contaminated by heat convection currents from the model. This issue was resolved for the sidewall camera by using post-test reference images acquired after the model had been removed.
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